COMPLEX TRAUMA, MIND CONTROL & CHILD SMUGGLING: CHALLENGING ASSESSMENTS OF COURT APPOINTED EXPERTS

Summary

This single case study outlines the inter-generational abuse background to a series of arson, murder and rape offences that paved the way for a sustained stalking, defamation and harassment campaign that seemingly culminated in a broad daylight toddler rape designed to trigger 'Forced Adoption' proceedings. Four Court Appointed Experts claimed the mother was delusional whereas five privately commissioned specialists found no reason to disbelieve the account.

Background

Kurz (2017) shared extracts of the email of a mother who reported that her son had been ‘taken into care’ following a sexual assault by his grandfather. Crucially the mother stated that a police officer had instructed her to delay reporting of any sexual assault. This ‘instruction’ (or manipulation) was based on the shared knowledge that the mother had, as a young teenager, delivered a baby that resulted from incestuous rape and ‘disappeared’. The officer claimed a possible link to the death of a fellow officer (who the mother had disclosed to at age 15) and the murder of a lodger couple (whose new-born baby had ‘disappeared’) around 1993.

Four Court Appointed Experts ignored dissocitative symptoms and interpreted psychometric tools inadequately. They failed to cover the ‘index incidents’ that ultimately lead to the removal of custody in a tainted Family Court process presided by a judge who the mother had encountered as a teenager.

Method

A mother reached out for help when her toddler was sexually assaulted by a family member in supposedly ‘unbelievable’ circumstances. Three Psychiatrists claimed she was ‘delusional’ and a session had been scheduled with a ‘shrink’. The author in a private capacity volunteered to support her and sat in this session as an observer. Conversations, privately commissioned trauma sessions and location visits uncovered supportive forensic evidence.

Results

Chilling details emerged that suggest operation of an abuse cult. The 1st Psychiatrist made self-incriminating remarks whilst making an unfavourable diagnosis. A 2nd Psychiatrist claimed the mother was delusional but did not qualify for a ‘vulnerable adults’ process involving the Official Solicitor. A 3rd Psychiatrist obfuscated the police briefing. A Clinical Psychologist poorly interpreted WAIS and MCMI results leading to a complaint tabled at the BPS Committee for Test Standards (see URL below).

Context

12 months before the assault a police officer instructed the mother to wait several weeks before reporting any sexual assault. Three adults were found dead within 6 months of the police briefing. The boy’s half-aunt, whose toddler, according to authority records, had been raped while playing in the garden a few years earlier, suddenly died (ostensibly due to alcoholism). The boy’s godmother was found dead in her burnt out house (the fire ostensibly due to ‘dodgy electrics’). The boy’s nursery teacher’s friend (who reportedly was seen in a pub with the toddler’s grandfather, and later arguing outside) was found dead in the village river. A few weeks later a row of cottages overlooking this location went up in flames. Police, Child Protection, Social Services and Family Court failed to document these incidents. The HCPC rejected a ‘Fitness to Practice Concern’ raised that clearly highlighted three suspicious deaths, the alleged toddler rape and the ‘missing baby’.

A sustained ‘gaslighting’ campaign unfolded over the next 6 months – seemingly orchestrated to make the mother appear ‘delusional’ and ‘paranoid’. Records proving a defamation incident involving a helicopter call out, 2 cars and 10 officers were ignored.

In the course of appeal application preparations five privately commissioned specialists (see Kurz, 2016) found no reason to disbelieve the mother’s account regarding the daytime assault in a cul-de-sac in South Wales, and her account of giving birth (in the Kingston Hill area of SW London) as a young teenager to a baby.

Conclusions

In this chilling case (which the mother referred to as ‘Child Smuggling’) complex trauma was seemingly inflicted in order to exercise mind control and cover up chilling criminality. The ploy succeeded in destroying the reputation of the mother and wresting away custody (most probably into the control of the abusers). Efforts are continuing to get authority representatives to properly examine matters (including house fire artefact DNA).
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